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ABSTRACT

This paper describes an Omni OCR system for recognizing typewritten and handwritten Arabic texts documents. The proposed system 
of the Arabic OCR system can be classifi ed into four main phases. The fi rst phase is the pre-processing phase; it focuses on binariz-
ing, skewing treatment, framing, and noise removing from the prepared documents (dataset). The second phase aims to segment the 
preprocessed documents into lines and words. Two main tasks are pointed during this phase: language model with the used Arabic 
dictionary, and the detection of segmented lines and segmented words. The third phase is features extraction phase; it is used to 
extract features for each segmented line/word according to the used language model. Finally, the classifi er or the recognizer will be 
used to recognize each word/line into a text stream. Therefore, scientifi c evaluation of the four phases will be applied to measure the 
accuracy of the Arabic OCR system. The recognition approachis based on Hidden Markov Models (HMM) with the prepared datasets 
and software development tool are discussed and introduced. State of the art OCR’s recognition systems are now capable to perform 
accuracy of 70% for unconstrained Arabic texts. However, this outline is still far away from what is required in a lot of useful appli-
cations.In other words, this paper describes a proposed approach based on language model with ligature and overlap characters for 
the pro-posed Arabic OCR. Therefore, a posterior word-based approach is used with tri-gram model to recognize the Arabic text. 
Features are extracted from images of words and generated pattern using the proposed solution. We test our proposed OCR system in 
different categories of Arabic documents: early printed or typewritten, printed, historical and calligraphy documents. The test bed of 
our system gives 12.5%-character error rate compared to the best OCR of other systems.
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INTRODUCTION

Currently, OCR systems achieve important role in docu-
ment analysis and content retrieving with high accuracy. 
Though, Arabic document analysis and Arabic retrieving 
systems have more challenges (Stahlberg & Vogel, 2016). 
The document outline analysis is the method of classify-
ing and labeling the zones of the image documents into 
a segments of text documents. Somewhat OCR system 
involves the segmentation of text regions from non-tex-
tual ones. Nevertheless, Arabic text regions play diverse 
its logical parts inside the manuscript (title, subtitle, 
notes, cross-references, etc.) and this kind of seman-
tic labeling is the opportunity of the layout analysis. 
Figure 1 shows sample of the challenges in Arabic 
scripts. Due to these properties the current performance 
of state of art Arabic OCR systems is much lagging com-
pared with the performance of other Latin-based OCR 
systems.

(El-Gajoui, et al., 2015). Hence, Amazigh writing tran-
scription methods are employed using Latin or Arabic 
alphabet. Acomprehensive survey on Arabic cursive 
scene text recognition, and the text having variations 
infont styles, size, alignment, orientation, refl ection, 
illumination change, blurriness and complexbackground 
had been illustrated in (Bin Ahmed, et al., 2019). Arabic 
text recognition system is presented using deep learning 
architecture, and text localization and feature extraction 
are also presented. Then, it injects such feature vectors 
to the HMM. Holistic Arabic printed word recognizer is 
introduced along with discrete Markov classifi er, HMM 
toolkit (HTK), and discrete cosine transform (DCT). Five 
fonts are used, having size of 14 points with plain style. 
Additional details, technical points and paper analysis 
are presented in (Nashwan, et al., 2017). 

The documents to be studied within the datasets are 
composed of different fi elds under different formats 
styles (document styles, sizes, colors …). Figure 2 shows 
samples of documents with different fonts, styles, colors 
…). Accordingly, different manipulation with respect to 
syntax, styles, and colors during the analytic processes 
are needed of the proposed system.This paper is organ-
ized as the following description. Section 2 introduces 
an overview of multi classifi cation of OCR system and 
related defi nitions. Section 3 gives the proposed solution 
of the Arabic OCR system with preprocessing operations 
(binarization, skewing, frame removing, and segmen-
tation modules). Section 4 provides a language model 
and a lexicon building with Arabic OCR dataset descrip-
tion. Section 5 introduces features extraction and HMM 
decoding description. Performance evaluation results 
will be discussed in section 6. Section 7 summarizes 
conclusion and future works. 

Recent submissions that used Arabic text segmenta-
tion and Arabic OCR systems are discussed in (Stahlberg 
& Vogel, 2016). Other published applications to recog-
nize Arabic handwritten is illustrated in (Cao & Natara-
jan, 2014). A wide range of document analysis, layouts 
processing to locate text blocks and none text blocks 
and separating between them have been presented in 
(Nobile & Suen, 2014). Script identifi cation has been 
a real challenge in OCR and information retrieval sys-
tems (Pal & Dash, 2014). The most state of the art papers 
are published into the OCR machine printed character 
domain.Moreover, segmentation process leads to errors 
more than the other processes in document analysis and 
processing (Cao & Natarajan, 2014).

Text classifi cation addresses the problem of docu-
ment analysis into “classifying modern machine printed 
text, handwritten text and historical typewritten text 
from degraded noisy document” (Zha, et al., 2014). 
Therefore, text classifi cation approach based on iVector 
is proposed in (Zha, et al., 2014). The text line is classi-
fi ed using SVM in iVector space. An OCR for multilin-
gual documents (Amazigh-Frensh) has been proposed in 
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Analyzing the layout of documents is diffi cult, par-
ticularly in typewritten, handwritten, historical images, 
and manuscript notations. Any documents can be clas-
sifi ed based on its category; either printed, typewritten, 
handwritten, or scripts and manuscripts documents. The 
documents require dedicated preprocessing modules 
to deal with some common properties, structure, clear-
ing irrelevant objects or noises, language direction…etc. 
Therefore, the documents require pre-processing proce-
dures because of some familiar properties such identify-
ing unrelated objects or noises, language direction …etc. 
An OCR system takes into consideration the different cat-
egories of such documents. Figure 3 illustrates a fl ow dia-
gram of multi-classifi cation that used in OCR technology.

Generally developing an OCR system framework for 
multi-script language documents is more diffi cult than 
a single-script OCR, due to features associated with the 
language models, structures, properties, styles, and the 
nature of writing. The fi rst module in the layout analy-
sis is to organize text and non-text regions. Therefore, 
given a document image, then converts it into a decom-
position of smaller regions. Thus, these regions are clas-
sifi ed as text or non-text elements. Such text regions are 
fed to the second module of the OCR system, in order to 
declare category of the document (Printed, calligraphy 
… or typewritten). In this proposal, we are dealing with 
heterogeneous large-scale documents with wide varying 
structured category. Furthermore, there could be multi-
page document with different languages. Accordingly, 
the language domain will be identifi ed within the lan-
guage script specifi cation module.

The goal is to improve the OCR accuracy by creating 
auto selection of the OCR system. To enable this goal, 
the layout module aims to:

1. Identifying the document image category.
2. Detecting and segmenting text and non-text re-

gions. 

A script is a visual representation or an organized 
arrangement of distinct graphic characters in precise 

patterns known as the alphabet of a language Graph-
eme, allograph and glyph are needed to study the script 
of a language, and they contribute to the script forma-
tion, as well as designing fonts Any OCR can be carried 
out using one of the following steps:

• Building a general OCR that recognizes all words 
and characters of the alphabets in all possible lan-
guages.

• Building language separation module to identify 
each single script with related OCR engine.

Arabic historical documents are classifi ed as one of 
the most important documents that includes histori-
cal, political, and ancient information over the world 
archives. Figure 4 shows two examples of Arabic his-
torical documents and one multi script (Arabic/English) 
with different kinds of orientation. 

1. Proposed Methods and Preprocessing Block Diagram

Several commercial systems have been developed based 
on images analysis, segments determination and features 
extraction techniques. Most of such documents contains 
a lot of challenges; such as documents layout forms, 
physical structure, low quality due to aging, etc. this in 
addition to; the Arabic documents challenges; such as 
language writing orientation, Arabic dots, and Arabic 
diacritics. The data fl ow diagram (DFD) of the preproc-
essing stage of document analysis is shown in Figure 5. 
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It starts with documents binarization (Al-Barhamtoshy, 
et al., 2019).

2.1 Binarization

The main goal of binarization is separating the fore-
ground text from the background to enable and identify 
useful feature for character recognition (Al-Barham-
toshy, et al., 2019). According to document degradation, 
low contrast, shadows, background intensity, smear, 
etc.; we need further processing for these challenging 
tasks. Several algorithms are used in binarization for 
modern documents, the most commonly used algorithm-
sare the Otsu algorithm, the Niblack algorithm, and the 
Sauvola algorithm(Hadjadj, et al., 2016). In the binari-
zation development process, Sauvola algorithm will be 
used with adaptation method to work with the Arabic 
documents. The proposed solution gives good results for 
the documents, as shown in fi gure 6.

Local binarization computes a threshold t(i,j) for each 
pixel according to the following formula:

The threshold t(i , j) is calculated after getting the 
mean value of m(i , j) and standard deviation S(i , j) of 
the pixel intensity in window (w , w) centered around 
the pixel ( i , j).

where R =128 for grayscale, and the default value of k= 
0.34 gives best results.

2.2 Skew Detection and Correction

There are many methods used in documents skew detec-
tion. For example, projection profi les (El-Gajoui, et al., 
2015), Hough transform, nearest-neighboring, segmen-
tation (Al-Barhamtoshy & Rashwan, 2014), and coloring 
documents are used. In the projection profi les, horizontal 
and objective functions are computed to detect the skew 
rotating angle in the image. Such horizontal profi le has 

consecutive local maxima and minima as the document 
is rotated to the computed angle. The objective func-
tion is used to minimize the searching process. Another 
technique is used by dividing the document into verti-
cal slices, and then compute the horizontal projection 
profi le for each slice. Also, wavelet decomposition can 
be used with inaccurate results. Hough transform can 
detect skew angle and estimate the lines in the docu-
ments and obtain their angles within time complexity 
(slow speed and it takes lot of memory).

In (Subrahmanyam, et al., 2018) a skew estimation 
is obtained based on image borderlines by using a run-
length algorithm with large connected components in the 
whole documents. The proposed de-skewing algorithm 
presented by, fi rst it segments the imaged document, 
then it detects the skewing angle using the segmented 
objects, but when it tries to obtain the skewing angle 
from page borders, it faced a problem that some pages 
does not contain any borders and also some borders are 
not continuous therefore, it will be hard to be extracted. 
This leads us to try another technique in skew detec-
tion, fi rst we assume that the skewing angle ranges from 
-5 to 5, all borders and small components are removed, 
then the page is segmented into lines using a histogram 
technique, curve fi tting is then used to obtain the skew 
angle for each line, and fi nally the average skew angle 
is calculated and rotate the whole page by this skew 
angle. The main advantage of this method is its abil-
ity to detect the skewing angle even if it is very small. 
Figure 7 shows the block diagram of the de-skewing 
algorithm.In our case, we use connected component to 
remove the marginal noise to perform documents clean-
ing. Then vertical histogram profi le is used to obtain a 
rough estimation for text lines, and then we use a curve 
fi tting to obtain the skew angle. 

Figure 8 display two documents before and after the 
skewing algorithm. A straight forward approach to cor-
rect skewing angle, we use the following formula:X = x 
cos  + y sin , and Y = y sin  – x cos . Where X and 
Y are the new point from the original (x , y) point.

2.3 Frame Detection and Removing

This section focuses on removing frames or border lines; 
especially in old documents. A rule lines are removed, 
and broken characters are reconstructed. In (Arvind, 
et al., 2008) line detection is done by examining the 
peak of connected component to obtain the page bor-
ders which is the most common and easy method to be 
implemented. Eliminating borderline noise is done by 
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cleaningavailable connected components based on their 
size and aspect ratio. Projection profi le is used to detect 
the location of border objects, analyze them and then 
remove them.In the current algorithm;the connected 
components methodis used to remove the page frame, 
the average width and height of all components are 
computed, then searching for components with width 
greater than x*average width, and height greater than 
x*average height, then exclude those components from 
the original image, where x is a constant value multi-
plied by the average width or average height, the value 
of x is obtained experimentally (threshold), and the best 
result was when x equal to 6 as shown in fi gure 9.

In Arabic typewritten and handwritten texts, usually 
lot of overlapped components can exist, and it is causing 
segmentation problems. Figure 10 includes samples of 
these overlapped components of Figure 9(a). The follow-
ing algorithm is used to separate the overlapped com-
ponents:

1. Obtain image’s connected components.
2. Calculate average height, and width of all com-

ponents.
3. Obtain components that are greater than (thresh1 

*average height), and components that are greater 
than (thresh 2*average width), by trying different 
values thresh1 = 5, and thresh 2 = 10.

4. Obtain the histogram for each component, and if 
peak exceeds a certain threshold (experimentally 
0.7) remove the region around this peak.

5. IF there are no peaks in a component with a large 
height, split the component into two components 
from the middle.

2.4 Segmentation

Line segmentation is a technique to extract lines from a 
scanned document (Gatos, et al., 2006). Line segmenta-
tion techniques basicallycategorized into fourdifferent 
categories: Hough Transform (Gatos, et al., 2006), pro-
jection profi les, smearing, and segmentation based on 
connected components. In our case, we fi rst use verti-
cal projection profi le but if there were some overlapped 
characters between lines, we try to segment lines using 
connected components techniques and this leads to seg-
ment lines with overlapped characters.

In the segmentation algorithm, three methodsof 
smearing, projection profi les, and connected component 
methods are used. The problem in smearing method was 
the overlapping between lines and each other’s, in early 
printed Arabic books. Therefore, when smearing is done 
two lines may be connected to each other, and this will 
lead to the segmentation of two lines as one line. Projec-
tion profi le methods give us better results than smearing 
methods, but this leaves us with the problem of having 
very small components in extracted lines as results from 
upper or lower components in other lines. That is the rea-
son we move to these connected component methods. 
In the proposed segmented case; fi rst vertical projection 
profi le is invoked; but there were some overlapped char-
acters between lines, thereforethe segmented lines using 
connected components techniques are invokedand this 
leads to segment lines with less overlapped characters, 
as shown in Figure 11. The output of the line segmen-
tation are shown in fi gure 12 after frame removing in 
fi gure 10.

The connected components of the document are pro-
posed to obtain a sequence of words to realize word 
indexing. Features victors of the words will be computed 
and stored in the query indexed database.
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A. Global or Word Approach
It aims to segment the whole words (or Piece of A 

Word: PAWs) of the entire document, and keep track of 
the index/references of their location in the text.
B. Local or Letter Approach

It allows to segment words’ images into letters, 
graphemes, and/or legitures. This kind of methodology 
may derive enhanced recognition percentage with slow 
in implemntition task. 
C. Line or (n-grams) Approach

This approach is based on the whole line segments 
(number of words). It trys to use linguistic knowledge 
such as dictionary, lexicon, and/or language model with 
word probabilities. Such dictionary, lexicon and lan-
guage model are generated before or during training 
phase of the OCR systems. Therefore, it trys to select and 
identify the correct segment hypothesis. 

 3. The Language Model and Lexicon Building Results

A statistical language model will be used based on 
probability distribution and function of sequences of 
likelihood word of different phrases. Consequently, an 
N-gram can be defi ned as an overlappingsequence of N 
Arabic words. For the line2 (in Figure 12), the following 
sets of N-grams can be attained.

Line segmentation is done by following Algorithm 
steps (Figure 13):

1. Use horizontal projection profi le to obtain an ini-
tial position for the separated lines, and baselines.

2. Divide the image into smaller regions, by taking 
the region between each two successive base lines, 
for each region do the following steps:

a. Obtain energy map.
b.  Remove small regions from energy map (like 

removing dots and diacritics).
c.  Fill the horizontal edges of the image with high 

values in order not to be included in path.
d.  Find seam with minimum energy following the 

given steps

i.  Set initial point in a path by using the approxi-
mated baseline.

ii.  Obtaining the next step in the path, by searching 
the row with minimum value in a window with 
size equal to 2/5 of the image height.

iii.  Translate the previous step to be as far as possi-
ble from the two components that lie above and 
below it.

The segmentation module is the most important 
phase in documents analysis and OCR recognition sys-
tems. Three types of segmentation are described, two are 
existing before: (1) Global and local approches, and the 
third is new: line segmentation approach. 

Therefore, n-grams is said to include order of n by 
applying a sequence task of probability to arrange the 
desired probability of a line. The rule of the segmented 
line2 can be calculated according to the following:

P (Linei) = P(W1) * P(W2|W1) * P(W3|W2W1) * ….. P(Wn|Wn-1 ….W1)

 Accordingly, Arabic corpora and lexicon are used 
to support the proposed language model.The proposed 
model is based on features extraction for each line/word 
during training or classifi cation module. This module 
focuses on HMM based classifi er with full language 
model data. Figure 14 displays the DFD of the proposed 
system for our syntactic classifi er.

Once the Arabic imaged – documents is scanned, the 
pre-processing stage takes place (as discussed before). 
Therefore, the segmented lines/words are extracted from 
the imaged– document using appropriate algorithm. 
From each segmented lines/words, many features will 
be selected and extracted by utilizing the vocabulary of 
syntactic language model data base. The language model 
can reduce the computational overheadand enhance the 
recognition rate.
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The dataset is required to consist mainly of images 
(one page), and the corresponding formal description 
of that image (XML transcription fi le). The number of 
images to be produced is anticipated to be in the order 
of same number of images, with the corresponding tran-
scription fi les. These are mainly using two streams; the 
fi rst will be generated using word lists and the second 
will be generated using a collection of fi les and theses 
documents.

The production of the required dataset is carried out 
according to the following descriptions:

1. Fonts include: (a) Simplifi ed Arabic, (b) Arabic 
Transparent, and (c) Traditional Arabic.

2. Sizes: Each font is required and produced for sizes 
of: 10, 12, 14, 16, 18, 20, and 22. 

3. Books and Thesis Documents:

It is required to select 1500 pages from different 
scanned documents (average of 10 pages from 
each book for copyright constraints which gives 
approximately 150 titles). The titlesmust be chosen 
to cover uniformly the past 50 years.
In addition, 1000 pages from theses (in Arabic) 
have been selected as well which is also covered 
uniformly the past 50 years. Books came from at 
least 15 different categories based on the fonts and 
sizes used. The used books are classifi ed manually 
and approved by ALTEC. Theses come from 10 dif-
ferent categories based on the used fonts and sizes. 
The typo thesisis classifi ed manually and approved 
by the team members.

4. Documents Production:
The documents production stage has two steps: 
the fi rst is the printing step and the second is the 
scanning step. As for the books and theses, we go 
directly to the scanning step.
In printing step, the produced output fi les are 
printed then undergo different processes to add 
noise to the produced documents. At the end of 
this step, the following document versions have 
been produced:

a.  A Clean Version: the clean version is the fi rst print 
out from the created fi les. Printing is done using a 

3.1 Lexicon building

A dictionary of a unique 800k words has been built 
from very large corpus. The data of corpus has been col-
lected from different resources to guarantee occurrence 
of words in different fi elds of life. The same corpus has 
been used to build our language model. Our implemented 
language model contains up to 3-words (tri-gram).

The character shape in Arabic is context sensitive, 
that is, depending on its position within a word (iso-
lated, start, middle, or end). Also, Arabic characters are 
rich in diacritic marks and delayed strokes (dots, Shadda, 
Hamza, etc.). By tracing our training data, a total of 341 
character models has been generated by taking into con-
sideration the fact that an Arabic character may have 
different shapes according to its position in a word. 
Another model for space has been added to solve the 
problem of intra and inter spaces in the line. A total of 
342 models have been generated and trained with the 
embedded training data.

A dictionary of all the different unique words in our 
database has been constructed. Each word in the dic-
tionary is described by its related ligatures and charac-
ters as shown in table 1.

3.2 Arabic OCR Dataset Description

In this section, we present Arabic OCR dataset that is 
used in this research. The proposed Arabic OCR dataset 
was developed by RDI and the Arabic OCR team project, 
Faculty of Computing and Information Technology at 
KAU in Saudi Arabia. It is made by helping staff of RDI 
and Arabic Language Technology Center (ALTEC) data-
set. The creation of this dataset is a result of cooperation 
to the three team works; Arabic OCR system team, RDI 
team and ALTEC team.
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different printer for every document set. In addi-
tion, the original document produced by type-
writer is to be considered as a clean version.

b.  A Copy Version: the clean version is photocopied 
using different photocopying machines.

c.  Take a shot of the clean version using Digital 
Cameras and Mobile Cameras. (10 digital cameras 
and 10 mobile cameras are used). In this case, no 
scanning is required since we get the “.tif” images 
directly. All cameras have at least 5M-pixel of 
resolution, and the distance to the documents is 
50cm. There is a 50% of the imaging with separate 
cameras, and 50% with mobile cameras. The pro-
duced (.tif) images of this step is not undergo any 
further processing.

In the scanning and digitizing step, the documents 
produced by the printing step (a and b above) are 
scanned using a different scanner for every set of docu-
ments and saved in (.tif) format. The scanning is done 
using the following resolutions: 200, 300 and 600 dpi. 
As for the books and theses, a Book Digitizer is prefer-
ably used to produce three resolution versions of each 
page: 200, 300, and 600 dpi. As well, 300 pages of the 
books and 300 pages of the thesis’s pages are also cap-
tured by digital or mobile cameras.

3.3 Calligraphy, Typewritten and Handwritten 

DatasetsPreparation 

Designing general OCR engine for multiple documents 
is very diffi cult than a single script OCR engine. This is 
because existence of many of different features, prop-
erties, fonts, styles and nature of language writing for 
each language script are needed. 

Defi nition 1.  (Multi-Dimensional Language Documents) 
A multi-dimensional documents set D is 
a set of documents D1, D2 … Dn, such that 
each language script Li contains a set of f 
features denoted by .

Defi nition 2.  (Language Script Li) An OCR of language 
length n documents contains w words (wi1 
… win). Each word contains numeric fea-
tures at each font (F1… Ff), together with a 
set of m sizes (S1 … Sm), such that the word 
Wij is associated with font Fi and size Si.

Defi nition 3.  (Document Data Clustering). Given a data-
set DS, then decompose its words into sets 
W1 … Wk, such that Wi can be represented 
as rows with set of features  and each 
feature is “similar” to one another, accord-
ing to their fonts and sizes.

Defi nition 4.  (Document Data Classifi cation). Given an n 
x d training data set DS, and a class label 
value in {1…k} associated with each of 

the n in DS. Create a training model M, 
which is evolved to predict the class label 
of dimensional record Y & D.

The Arabic calligraphy, typewritten and handwritten 
texts have many of documents’ varieties, as follows:

Height. Measured as the letter zones; the distance 
between the upper, the middle and the lower zones. 
Width. Defi ned as the length of the connecting strokes 
and therefore it examines the breadth of the letters, the 
distances between letters, words, lines, and the slant of 
the writing. 
Spacing. It examines the margins and the spacing 
between lines, between words and the balance between 
the height and the width of the letters. 
Depth. Ittries to determine the direction of the stroke 
from the width of the upstrokes and the downstrokes.
Curved writing. In Arabic typewritten and handwriting, 
some of letters composed from oval shapes(loops: for-
mations of circle), or other Arabic letters are comprised 
of parts of a circle.
Overly Embellished Writing. It likes all extremes in 
handwriting, a facade or compensation for inner weak-
ness.
Pieces of Arabic Word (PAW) is defi ned as sub-words, 
ligatures, and diacritics are two issues should be han-
dled.
Writing Direction. Arabic printed, typewritten or hand-
written writing directions are from right to left direction.
To determine the size of Arabic typewritten andhand-
written text, the system initially looks at the middle 
zone letters. If the height was within 1/8” (3mm) then 
the size will be normal, if it was greater than (or less 
than) 1/8” then the word should be normalized. 

The proposed dataset contains images of calligraphy, 
handwritten Arabic text which can be used to train and 
test calligraphy, printed and handwritten text recogniz-
ers and to perform OCR recognition and verifi cation 
experiments.

The dataset was fi rst prepared at the ICDAR. Using 
this dataset an HMM based recognition system for 
printed documents was developed and published at the 
ICPR 2000. The segmentation scheme used in the sec-
ond version of the dataset is documented in (Nobile & 
Suen, 2014) and has been published in the ICPR 2002. 
The Altec- is described in (Pal & Dash, 2014). We use the 
dataset extensively in our own research, see publications 
for further details.

3.4 Training Documents

Training documents preparation is the process of seg-
menting and extracting boxes of objected-words from a 
large set of Arabic documents and storingeach objected-
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word as a separate labeled image. This label identifi es 
the text it contains, and this makes the usability of this 
dataset much easier.Extracting training documents can be 
automated through a smart computer tool, in addition toa 
manual segment selection usingthe developed tool.

The manual technique of the segment selection is 
done using a developed computer tool,with the helping 
of an expert user that produces objects of the lines/words 
with its coordinates. These coordinates are defi ned as 
(xi , yi , xj , yj) where (xi , yi) are the coordinates of the 
upper left corner in the bound box of the objected-word 
(segmented word), and (xj , yj) are the coordinates of the 
lower right corner in the bounding box of the objected-
lines/word. This proposed development tool makes the 
manual efforts to be more effi cient in time and accuracy 
than the ordinary methods. In the fi rst training dataset, 
there are 28 used typewritten books, the overall of the 
selected objected-words from these typewritten books 
includes 84,000 words.

Therefore, the automated tool generates two types of 
outcomes: (1) Extracting segment regions; and (2) Gen-
erating text fi le description. The resulting segmented 
regions and text labeling with its segmented coordina-
tion are used to build a classifi cation model. The auto-
mated tool generates object-segments or word-segments 
coordinates using xi, yi and xj, yj points as a region of 
word/line picture. Then, the automated tool stores such 
pictures in the name of pictures’ words. Each segment is 
manually labeled for its text by annotator peoples.

Many processing algorithms need considerable tun-
ing to address the special features of Arabic documents. 
The following section describes these modifi cations. 

Now, we have two streams of picture fi les (automated 
segmented regions: asr) and labeled text fi les (txt). The 
learning algorithm uses such two streams to extract vis-
ual features from the two input streams. Accordingly, for 
each documentfi le, the output of this step creates two 
generated fi les as illustrated in Fig 13.

1. ASR fi le: Extract the segmented region with its co-
ordinates; that includes all keyword box locations 
(xi, yi, width, height).

2. TXT fi le: Generate textile labels of these segments 
that represent the segmented region itself (keywords 
text; it may be a single word or compound words).

Accordingly, an overview of indexing and querying 
data fi les for each documentdataset are formulated. The 
fi rst step of the indexing or querying is the computation 
of the word representation in this section. The docu-
ments indexing is done in advance to allow a quick 
examination. 

Also, each lines fi le is segmented and described with 
each document and contains the segmented line coordi-
nates and its labeled text description, see Figure 16.

The next process; each word fi le is related with each 
document and includes the coordinates of such words in 
the page, the positions (left upper and lower right cor-
ners) and their labeled text, as the <pawposition = “x1, y1 
, x2, y2”>Arabic Word</paw>”. Each segmented Arabic 
word or sub-word (PAW) is fully described using XML 
standard format. The labeling of the segmented word, 
or sub-word contains tags that represent ground truth 
information about sequence of words/PAWs. Figure 17 
gives generated example about information of docu-
ment, word text with PAW segment locations. 

4. Proposed Model Discussion

In this section, we introduce our extracted features tech-
nique. Most of these features are well known and used.
The input image in binary after the pre-processing stage 
is used to extract a feature vector. The background pix-
els of the image are labeled by logic “0” and the fore-
ground pixels by logic “1”.A sliding window from right 
to left is used. The window is of one column width “W” 
-without any overlap- and the image’s height “H”.The 
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following three features represent the distribution of 
pixels per column in the given image.

a)  Number of “1” pixels in each column were 
counted to from the fi rst feature (F1)

b)  The gravitational center of each column was 
calculated to form the second feature (F2), as 
shown in the following formula:

fortable content. Therefore, word spotting with vector 
of features was computed and used in a word holistic 
approach. 

The over mentioned features’ vectors are used to 
compare words with the given in word query, in case of 
retrieving the relevant words and documents. 

Figure 18 illustrates the DFD of the proposed match-
ing module, consideredthe distance that is used to com-
pare two words. 

Where, r (i) is the number of “1” pixels in the ith row of 
a column.

a)  The second order of moments was used to form the 
third features (F3). The second order of moments 
was used to represents the variance of each column 
in the image.

b)  The following four features represent the style of 
characters and ligatures.

c)  Position of the upper contour in the column per 
image (F4).

d)  Position of the lower contour in the column per 
image (F5).

e)  Orientation of the upper contour in the column per 
image (F6).

f)  Orientation of the lower contour in the column per 
image (F7).

g)  Number of “1” Pixels between the lower and upper 
contours (F8).

The previous eight features used before with Latin 
and gave a promising accuracy. To make this feature 
suitable for Arabic, we normalized some of them to be 
independent of the height of the image. (F1, F2, F4, F5, 
F8) were normalized by the following formula.

Delta and acceleration were calculated and then con-
catenated with the extracted features to form feature 
vector of length 24. A short script is used to read the 
previous output fi les that contain the text and the loca-
tions’ points of the bounding boxes of each objected-
wordand output the objected-word as a separate labeled 
image fi le.

Multi-match process is proposed to retrieve similar 
matched features of the words, based on word spot-
ting. The objective of the matching is to fi lter num-
ber of words to be measured with the searchable word 
query. Accordingly, a set of bound features is measured 
as adequate for matching, such as ratio of their words’ 
segments sizes. If such a ratio does not lie within a spe-
cifi c threshold related to the size of the searchable word 
query, therefore, don’t consider this word as candidate. 
Then, compute the similarity between searchable word 
queriesstored features of the candidate set of the com-

4.1. HMM Classifi er/Decoding Module 

In this section, we present the decoding stage in a gen-
eral way and describe what happens to the test image 
from the moment it enters the system until the output 
text is resulted from the system. First, the test image 
goes through pre-processing stages that binarize the 
image, remove the noise, remove frame (if exist), resolve 
skewing, and segment the image into lines (Figure 19).

Then, the pre-processed lines of the given image go 
through the feature extraction stage to extract a set 
of robust features by using frames from right to left. 
The different blocks of the architecture are going to 
be explained in detail in the following sections of this 
paper.

4.1 Hidden Markov Model

A hidden Markov model (HMM) represents stochastic 
process to generate sequence of output over period. Offi -
cially, an HMM can be modeled by 4 parameters ( = 
{S, A, ∏, B}), where S = {S1, S2, …, Sn} represents set of 
states, A = (aij) is the state transition probability matrix, 
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∏ signify the start probability vector; , and B 
= {b1, b2, …, bn} stand for emission probabilities of states 
(Figure 20). 

This clustering represents the local structure central 
pixel. Therefore, every structure feature is defi ned for 
each patch as following equation:

Feature Structure(i) = (No of black pixels of class i in the patch) / 
(Total number in the patch)

The next step computes the concavity features by 
using two directions scanning (from one side to the 
opposite side). The scanning is employed row by row 
(from right to left), then column by column (from up 
to down). During the scanning, preserve path of all the 
scanned white pixels until the fi rst black one is reached 
and end. Figure 3 displays labeled white pixels during 
scanning from right to left and from top to down. At this 
stage, histogram features are computed in the same way, 
using the following equation:

Featureconcavity(i) = (No. of scanning white pixels in the patch at i) / 

(Total no. in the patch)

Also, the hole feature is calculated as:

Feature hole(i) = (Number of scanned white pixels in the patch at i) / 
(Total no in the patch)

Example of imaged - word  generation of a 6-char-
acteralphabets 

Where ∏ is the initial state probability vector with the 
following descriptions:  ; The transition prob-
ability matrix A is described as:

FIGURE 20. HMM State topology for Arabic OCR 
System

The Baum-Welch algorithm is used as a training 
method. It considers the probability P(O| ) that a known 
sequence O is produced by the HMM  and calculates the 
latest model  which likely to have produced the given 
sequence. A detailed description of the Baum-Welch 
algorithm is given in (1). A modifi ed algorithm is applied 
during training phase. Hence, the text line HMMS are 
accumulated using character of HMMs or whole-word 
HMMs. The HMMs characters are coupled to form word 
HMMs according to the language model dictionary (Fig-
ure 21). The recognizer is restricted to those words are 
existing in the language model dictionary. Therefore, 
thus, a model for word sequences is attained by the word 
models concatenating. 

In Arabic OCR system, a segmented textual line 
object is handled from right-to-left signal and modeled 
as a sequence of extracted feature represented in vec-
tors sampled at a fi xed slice rate.Each segment is divided 
into several slides, and at each slide, object features are 
computed. Accordingly, histogram features are obtained 
by disintegrating the object signal at the pixel into gra-
dient, structural and concavity features.

A character object is divided into patches; three fea-
tures (gradient, structure, and concavity) are employed 
and calculated. The gradient features are calculated by 
using Sobel gradient operators to the whole character 
object. Then, the gradient at each pixel is quantized and 
transformed to 12 directions. Therefore, 12 features are 
calculated according to the following equation:

Feature Gradient(i) = (No of pixels in the patch with gradi-
ent degree i) / (Total no. in the patch)

The second step is related to derive structure features 
from gradient features. Therefore, the 12 assignments of 
directions are clustered in 12 classes.

1 http://www.lasorsa.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/02/
Handwriting-Analysis.pdf

The hidden Markov model is a double stochastic 
process which can effi ciently model the generation of 
sequential data. The HMM used in this paper is a contin-
uous HMM with one HMM for each ligature or character. 
In this paper, we use the same HMM classifi er without 
modifi cation as simple mentioned in HTK Speech Recog-
nition Toolkit (Rabiner, 1989)]. However, we implement 
our own parameters of the HMM. We allowed transition 
to the current and to the next state only. HTK models 
the feature vector with a mixture of Gaussians. It uses 
the Viterbi algorithm in the recognition phase, which 
searches for the most likely sequence of a character 
given the input feature vector.

In the training phase, an iterative optimization of the 
model with respect to the training data is performed, and 
we used Baum–Welch algorithm, a variant of the expec-
tation maximization (EM) algorithm, for optimization of 
the HMM model depending on the training data.

To achieve high recognition rates, the character 
HMMs have to be fitto the problem. In particular, the 
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number of states, the possible transitions, and the type 
of the output probability distributions have to be care-
fully chosen.

HTK is principally concerned with continuous density 
models in which each observation probability distribu-
tion is represented by a mixture Gaussian density. In 
this case, for state j, the probability bj(Ot) of generating 
observation Ot is given by:

N: represents the total number of words in the reference 
fi le.
D: stands for the deleted words in the resulted fi le.
S: represents the substituted words in the resulted fi le.
I: is the inserted words in the resulted fi le.

The proposed line segmentation algorithm takes its 
input as typewritten and handwritten documents, and 
produces segmented text waved line images, as illus-
trated in Figure 11. The proposed algorithm is tested on 
40 different documents with 1480 lines (35-40 text lines 
for each image). Table 3 summarizes detail results of 
lines segmentation.

where Mjs is the number of mixture components in state j 
for stream s (1-stream used), the exponent  s is a stream 
weight and its default value is one, Cjsm is the weight of 
the mth component, and  is a multivariate Gaussian 
with mean vector μ and covariance  that is:

where n is the dimensionality of 0.64 mixtures have 
been chosen to give a robust model for each character 
and high recognition rate.

4.3 Testing and Evaluation

To evaluate the preprocessing module, RDI and ALTEC-
dataset are used. The used dataset consists from docu-
ments of Arabic typewritten books, and documents of 
Arabic handwritten documents. Such experimental test 
validates each individual module in the preprocessing 
phase, as well as for testing the Arabic OCR project. We 
need 2 subsets: 

(A)  200 selected documents taken from Arabic type-
written books.

(B)  200 documents gathered from Arabic handwritten 
documents.

Datasets of any documents are very important part to 
measure the accuracy of system. The accuracy achieve-
ment is very important to measure the performance of 
the recovery model. Table 2 illustrates the present visibly 
and available documents datasets that will be used in 
the current paper.

The collected dataset includes 200 Arabic typewritten 
and 200 handwritten documents. Each document from 
typewritten dataset contains 35-40 Arabic text lines. For 
training, we select 15 documents from each book, and 
for testing we select 5 documents from each book. 

The percentage value of the accuracy of the proposed 
Arabic OCR for typewritten text can be calculated by the 
following equation:

The following table (Table 4) summarizes the percent 
accuracy of the recognition processof the used typewrit-
ten books. 

During calligraphy testing Dynamic Time Warping 
(DTW) is a good solution to be used in image matching. 
A fl exible dynamic matching is performed when the two 
feature vectors are compared using DTW. Consider the 
two words A and B of widths i and j. The two vector 
sequences A={a1 … ai} and B= {b1 … bj} are represent-
ing the two words, where ai and bj are two vectors in a 
distance matrix vector space with 5 dimensional space 
features. In addition, a matrix C of dimension i x j is cre-
ated where every element C( i,j) represents matching cost 
between sequence ai and bj according to the Euclidean 
distance:

Due to Arabic text peculiarities: font, style andsize 
variations, writing direction in Arabic handwritten text, 
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an adopted routine is used to handle these variations. 
The proposed routine uses set of thresholds of distance 
normalization to adapt the well-known variations. 
Therefore, divide the C(i, j) by average width of the two 
words:

Another factor of normalization should be taken into 
consideration is the size of the words to be compared and 
can be defi ned as the number of processes concerned in 
the best possible matching. In this case, the normalized 
matching cost of the two words is given by the normal-
ized word distance = W (WordQuery, Wordtesting) / N. Table 
5 illustrates an example of matching words  and 

 with respect to the pre trained dataset.

When searching about word, it will be fed into the 
Arabic OCR system, the stored features of the dataset 
words are compared with the given word (query word). 
We can perform word by example via selecting ona 
word in a page of the displayed documents.

CONCLUSION

This paper introduced an Omni Arabic OCR system to 
analyze, segment and recognize the Arabic calligraphy 
and typewritten documents. Consequently, the paper 
described the preprocessing, the segmentation, and the 
dataset and language model preparations modules. The 
line and word segmentations are the most challenging 
algorithms, and they are essential requirement in OCR 
system. In this paper, typewritten and handwritten doc-
uments are segmented with accuracy 99.4% and 98.1 
respectively in line segmentation, and with 95.3% and 
90.2% in word segmentation.

The system used the modifi ed HMM classifi er to 
extract features and therefore recognize the input docu-
ments into Arabic text. The proposed Arabic OCR system 
is tested and achieved accuracy not less than 72 % for 
typewritten and handwritten.

The experimental test with the classifi cation algo-
rithm uses a dictionary of 800,000 classical Arabic 
words without redundancy, which has been built from 
many Arabic corpora. Two types of datasets are used 
during testing the OCR system, the fi rst test includes the 
typewritten imaged documents; it includes 40 typewrit-
ten documents, the classifi cation accuracy is in average 
equal72%.The second dataset includes 30 documents 

from historical handwritten books; the recognition 
accuracy was 63.52%.

Accordingly, enoughgreat of training dataset is pre-
pared to be used in the proposed system.Dueto HMMs 
drawbacks (Cao & Natarajan, 2014), Artifi cial Neural 
Network (ANN) will be used specially in early printed 
and handwritten retrieval documents. Especially Con-
volutional Neural Network (CNN) accepts feature vector 
and makes useful information to estimate and expect 
the output label. Therefore, to overcome some limitation 
pre-segmented objected-word is needed for each posi-
tion in the input stream sequence of segmented-words. 
Additional designed output layer for the CNN also, 
will beimplemented to map the input word sequence 
to related label text sequence without need of pre-seg-
mented objected-words. 

In future work, extended work may include other 
approaches and algorithms to segment and recognize 
other categories of Arabic documents such as handwrit-
ten and historical. In addition, the language model and 
the statistical lexicon/corpus will be extended with prob-
abilistic and statistics rules. The lexicon/corpus of the 
language model will include different types, categories 
and domains of Arabic documents and scripts. There-
fore, this extension may improve recognition results sig-
nifi cantly. Also, we plan to implement our Arabic OCR 
prototype system as a fi nal product. This are, in addition 
to, Arabic OCR web services that will be implemented.
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